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Abstract—This demonstration shows an AVS intra decoder configuration in the RVC framework. It explains how to use the dataflow mechanism offered by the RVC framework to support AVS decoder configuration. It also shows the flexibility and convenience to reconfigure decoders in the RVC framework. In this work, the AVS VTL is established containing FUs from AVS. The proposed AVS decoder configuration is implemented by connecting some FUs from AVS VTL and reusing some FUs from MPEG VTL. The demonstration shows that the decoder can decode AVS conformance bitstreams correctly in RVC simulator.

I. INTRODUCTION

This work belongs to ISCAS track: Multimedia System and Application.

Setup of the demonstration only requires one laptop computer which will be brought to ISCAS by the author performing the demonstration.

II. DEMONSTRATION EXPERIENCING

This work demonstrates the AVS decoder configuration in the Reconfigurable Video Coding (RVC) framework. The AVS Video Tool Library (VTL) is established to collect Functional Units (FUs) from AVS. What should be mentioned is that, FUs in AVS VTL is partitioned at the similar granularity as those in MPEG VTL with the purpose of reusing or exchanging FUs flexibly.

The demonstration takes AVS decoder configuration for instance to show how the RVC framework supports various decoder configurations flexibly and dynamically. It shows the flexibility of the dataflow mechanism offered by the RVC framework in connecting FUs to reconfigure decoders. The proposed AVS decoder configuration is implemented by connecting some FUs from AVS VTL and reusing some FUs from MPEG VTL. It reflects the key idea behind RVC which is to reuse as much as possible the algorithms or architectures which are common to several different standards and to reconfigure video decoders in a flexible way at the coding tool level.

The demonstration includes two parts: one is parallel implementation and the other is serial implementation. In the parallel version, Y, U and V component are processed in parallel and there are three networks for Y, U and V component separately. In the serial version, Y, U and V are processed serially. This demonstration takes 420 format for instance to explain the procedure.

For the detail of the proposed AVS decoder configuration, such as the complete architecture, FU partition principle, FU reusability and exchangeability, as well as BSDL Schema for AVS, Error! Reference source not found. Error! Reference source not found. can be referred.

Bitstream input to the AVS decoder configuration in this paper is generated by AVS reference software “RM” which conforms to AVS standard [3]. As the complete AVS decoder configuration is proceeding, this demonstration only shows the intra decoder configuration at this time.

The demonstration runs in RVC simulator OpenDF which is a plugin of Eclipse. The simulator is accessed through the “Run” dialog which provides access to various simulator options, specification of input and output files, and control over simulation logging. More information can be found in [4][5].
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